Peacock Bros. Pty Ltd

Healthcare Technology Solutions

Specialists in Healthcare-Specific IT Hardware and Integration
World-Class Solutions to Healthcare Challenges

Peacock Bros provides healthcare solutions to many of the highest profile medical associations and facilities in Australia and New Zealand. We deliver a complete service including pre-sales evaluation, site surveys, installation and post-sales training, service and support.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

• Barcode Scanners & Mobile Computing
• Tablet PCs & Rugged Notebooks
• Barcode Label & Wristband Solutions
• Ergonomic Carts, Wall Mounts & Sit/Stand Desks
• Washable Keyboards & Mice
• Software Solutions
• Product Training & Installation Services

BARCODE SCANNERS & MOBILE COMPUTING

Prevent medical errors, improve patient safety and increase caregiver productivity with hand-held scanners and mobile computers.

Disinfectant-ready, ergonomically designed and reliable in spite of everyday spills, drops and bumps, Peacock Bros sells only the best brands and can guide you in selecting the best solutions for your needs.

BARCODE LABEL & WRISTBAND SOLUTIONS

Produce long-lasting, anti-microbial-coated wristbands quickly and cost-effectively with Zebra Wristband Printers.

Peacock Bros is also a leading supplier and Authorised Service Provider of the latest thermal barcode label printers.

WASHABLE KEYBOARDS & MICE

Seal Shield - The Silver Surf family of infection control keyboards and mice have been designed from the inside out to be:

• 100% waterproof, submersible and dishwasher safe
• Ergonomic and low profile
• Designed with antimicrobial product protection from mould, mildew and odor causing bacteria
TABLET PCS & RUGGED NOTEBOOKS

Easily disinfected, lightweight and rugged, Tablet PCs and Rugged Notebooks from world leading brands such as Motion Computing and Panasonic are designed for healthcare environments. Fully-sealed to ensure compliance with infection control protocols, these devices offer access to critical patient data from virtually any location.

Talk to us today about how you can streamline the treatment process, minimize medical areas, and make patients feel safer and more comfortable than ever.

ERGONOMIC CARTS, WALL MOUNTS & SIT/STAND DESKS

Stand Up & Stay Mobile With Ergotron!

No matter how demanding the mobile computing application, or what type of computing equipment you need to mobilize, Ergotron has a powered or non-powered cart to get the job done. Easily mount LCDs, notebooks, tablet PCs, keyboards and other computer equipment. We also offer Ergotron Wall Mount systems, and are an Ergotron Authorized Installer & Service Provider.

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

Using barcoding and scanning technology, Peacock Bros has developed application solutions to allow your medical staff to quickly and easily:

- access patient records
- accurately administer medication
- replenish ward stock
- accurately identify and track patients, infants and instruments
- place laboratory and pharmacy orders

What’s more, with a Peacock Bros’ solution, these functions can be performed in just seconds from virtually anywhere within a medical facility on the wifi network.

OUR SERVICE & SUPPORT IS UNMATCHED

As many of our clients can testify, Peacock Bros Service and Support gives us the edge in our solutions. Whatever your requirements, Peacock Bros will be there for your immediate and long term needs.
Peacock Bros. Pty Ltd, Australian-owned and operated since 1888, has grown into one of the ANZ region's largest providers of Data Management and Printing Solutions. Manufacturers of high quality barcode and colour labels, we also work with the best technology brands to provide exceptional products, solutions and support for all your supply chain needs:

- Barcode Labels, Colour Labels & Label Printing Solutions
- Scanning & Mobile Computing
- Wireless Infrastructure & Networking Solutions
- Customized Software Solutions
- Project Management & Engineering
- Authorized Service & Support

With a national team of technicians, we deliver a complete service including pre-sales evaluation, site surveys, installation and post sales training, service and support. Whatever your requirements, Peacock Bros will be there for your immediate and long term needs.